INTRAMURAL SPORTS REGISTRATION FORM

To register your team, fill in the top portion of this form completely and bring it to the IM Office (WFC Room 201D) with entry fee.

TEAM NAME: _________________________________________________________                 SPORT: _________________________________

CAPTAIN: ____________________________________________       CO-CAPTAIN: ________________________________________

EMAIL: ______________________________________________        EMAIL: ______________________________________________

PHONE:______________________________________________    PHONE:______________________________________________

NOTE: The University of South Carolina Intramural Sports Program reserves the right to change any team name that is deemed inappropriate or offensive to participants (including names involving profanity or of a sexually implicit nature). Please use the proper judgment when selecting names and uniform artwork…our goal is a pleasant, fun atmosphere for everyone competing.

(INTRAMURAL OFFICE STAFF USE ONLY)

DIVISION:
(Circle One & Write League #)

MEN'S
WOMEN'S
COREC
FRATERNITY
SORORITY

Sport and Team #

Staff Initial

(Staple Receipt Here)

Where is receipt?
What did they pay for?
How did they pay?
Last name of buyer

Fill out - if no receipt!

Place PAID stamp here: